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Halt RostO\J
White Rouse
SF:

Dear

"r.

Rosto\v:

Enclosed you will find my conunents on the Berlin

.

- situation which you wished to . see 'i n written form.
. Sincerely, .

. F •.G.A. Kraemer
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Impending Berliri Crisis
A

1.

*"

Those who, since the key date of 1 Dec 1966, have follmved day

by day the words and actions of the Ulbricht regime regarding West Berlin,
have been struck by the coldly systematic and inexorable build-up of
verbal and' actual East German pressure against the isolated city.
2.

Even prior to the formation of the Grand Coalition

(CDU/CSU~SPD)

on 1 Dec ' 1966, the East German regime had referred, of course, to West
Berlin as a hotbed of revanchist Western intrigues and demanded recognition
by Bonn of West Berlin as an "independent political entity" whose existin&"
"special ties" with the Federal Republic would have to be , severed.

Ever

since the establishment of the Grand Coalition, however -- with its
resul ting adoption in Bonn , of the SPD inspired New "flexible and con
ci1iatory" policy toward Cormnunist Eastern Europe -- Ulbricht's stance on
Ber1inha~

3.

become continuously harder and harsher.

West German Foreign Minister Brandt and others have actually

seen in this striking and aggressive stiffening of Ulbricht's attitude
a sign that , the Grand Coalition' senlightened New Os tpo Ii tik (Eas,tern
Policy) was "hitting home," with Ulbricht becoming "nervous" and fearful
of ultimately becoming

~solated

due to Bonn's improving relations with

other Communist countries in Eastern. Europe.

Brandt, and those sharing

his assessment of the situation, were likewise of the opinion that the
're-establishment of West German diplomatic relations with Rumania and
Yugoslavia in early 1967 and the visible" steady improvement of , the clima'te
:

.' ~

,

"

'\.

.... '

'~

. 1.

between Bonn on the one hand and Hungary and Czechoslovakia on the other
.-- all of which made Moscow "nervous" and led to a hardening of the USSR
stance vis-a-vis the Federal Republic --

sho~ved

"in. reality" the success

and effectiveness of Bonn's "statesmanlike attempt to build bridges to the
East."

Ru~ania,

As it turned out Bonn's partial reconciliation with

Yugoslavia, Hungary and Czechoslovakia was angrily interpreted by Moscmv
not as an indication of the Grand Coalition's earnest resolve to seek an
accommodation with the Communist East, but as proof of a clever and
unsavory design to divide the ,Communist camp and "soften up" the Communist
side in the interest of ulterior West German objectives.

In the same

manner . in which the Soviets feel that in the face of the Grand Coalition'~'
flexible Ostpolitik they must be doubly watchful, rigid, and hostile to
Bonn, so Ulbricht has shown himself totally convinced that in view of
Brandt/Wehner's newly "progressive, forwardlooking and conciliatory"
policy he must

n~t

lower his guard but must, on the contrary, · show himself

more uncompromisingly adamant· than in the past at the time of Adenauer and
Erhard.

4.

Already in his very first speeches and statements, immediately

following the inauguration ·ofthe Grand Coalition Administration in Bonn,
suchexc~edingly

Ulbricht referred to West Berlin 1'n

demanding and

intemperate' terms that intelligence analysts, and even the public 'at large,
became convinced he was preparing the grqund for a re-opening and re-ignition
of the dormant, but always explosive, Berlin issue.

A first tangible

indication of.· an intensified toughness re Berlin was provided by the fac t
that in mid-December 1966 -- a mere two \'leeks after the Grand Coalition
.~-
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government had been installed

he refused to. conclude S

ss agree

ment with the West Berlin Senate permitting West Berliners to visit East
Berlin during the

holidays~

This despite the fact that seemingly promising

negotiations for such ... _ ..............eement had been under way' for months and
o\ ~. ,

although, in,1966 an

uch Agreements had been concluded.
this author in a 200-page

: 5.

study) of East ,German official declarations from December 1966 to the
present shows that, from statement to statement and speech to speech; the
East German demands and threats ' re ' Berlin have become evermore violent and
exorbitant, in an unmistakable crescendo furioso.
6.

In the famous 1967 exchange of Letters between Chancellor

Kiesin~~r

and East German Premier Stoph, . for example, Stoph's first Letter to Kiesinger
(May 1967) omitted express references to Berlin, while the'Premier's second
Letter to Kiesinger (Sep 1967) insisted specifically' that

th~

Federal

Republic mus t recognize West Berlin as "'a n independent politicalenti ty"
in a formal Treaty to be conclu:ded between the ' two Germanys.
impo1;'tant, widely publicized policy

addr~ss,

In an

delivered to the East German

Parliament on 1 Decemberl967, .Ulbricht, for the very first time, used
the formula:

''West Berlin which lies on' the territory of the German

Democratic Republic aI?-d legally (rechtlich) belongs to it."

Previously

the East Germans had always spoken of West Berlin as belonging to the GDR
"rightfUllY:' (rechtens).

The new. terminology

imPl;;1 a

full legal claim,

the old terminology a politico-moral c.laim only.
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7.

There has been a general tendency to pay only scant attention

to East Germany's often wordy and fancifully exaggerated statements.
It happens' to be a widespread "bourgeois" assumption

that the wild claims .

and threats expressed by authoritarian and totalitarian leaders are merely
ritualistic , and should not be

ta~en

too seriously.' In Ulbricht's case in

particular, it was believed by many that he would ultimately be "restrained"
by the Kremlin from going very much beyond ' mere, ~enacing words, although
'it should have become clear, quite some time ago, that Ulbricht -- in his
own wayan able and effective ruler-- actually does enjoy Moscow's whole
hearted support and that, in "foreign affairs," he speaks and acts for,
and with, the USSR rather than on his own.
8.

Since the spring of this year Ulbricht has supplemented mere

threats regarding Berlin with very specific and ominous measures.
be wishful thinking to assume that he did so
complete agreement.

.~vit?out

It would

MoscO\y'S full and

On 11 March 1968 East Germany proclaiIll:ed by Decree,
~n

.having the force of an East German l4w,

unqualified prohibition for West

Berliners and West Germans "who are members of the neo-Nazi party (NPD)
[National Democratic Partylor engaged in activities of a neo-Nazi nature"
to travel to or from West Berlin.

While, " so far, the East German authorities

have turned back travellers, because of allegedneo~N,azi con~~ctions,....!!!...

rJ. '!I

a few isolated cases only, the regime by its Decree has forplally asserted 'X.
its right to control all West Berlin/Federal ,Republic travel by Germanv

.

and exclu~evirtually anyone it wants to exclude.~ere was only a very
muted Western reaction to this East German warning ShO,

and on 11 June L968

the Communist regime took aninfinit~ly more serious~tep against the
freedom of movement between

t~~~~~R~t~te Federf
~
__ ReP.ubliC:
~.:.

•

... ..,........ i
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s tiff new taxes on travel and (surface) shipment of goods bettveen Wes t
Berlin and West Germany and, above all, imposed a passport and

~isa

requirement on all Germans passing through East Germany from or to the
city.

After a first flurry of excitement, especially in Bonn, West Germany

and the other Western powers decided, once again, to forego any retaliatory
steps and limit their reaction to mere verbal and written protests.

This

must have encouraged Ulbricht all the more since imposition of the visa
requirement had been threatened by the USSR and East Germany for

~ully

I
13 years (since the conclusion of a formal agreement between the two, in 1955, lI on
the control of access to West Berlin).

But even during the 4 years of

ac~te

I

I(

Berlin crisis (1958/1962) the East had shied away fr.om carrying out its
th rea t

~

f

If now. in June 1968. the Eas tern action cau sed scarc ely a r ipp I ;

Moscow as well as Ulbricht could hardly fail to conclude that the West
was becoming

r~ther

soft regarding freedom of access to the city.

I·

It is

not surprising, therefore, that within a few weeks the East German authorities
issued visa app1icati.on forms, to be signed by ~.J'est Berlin and .West German
applicants, in which Berlin was designated expressly as an "independent.
political entity."
9.

These East German actions were accompanied, and have been followed

since, by an all-out Communist diplomatic and propaganda campaign against
allegedly provocative West German

acti~ities

in West Berlin and for a

complete halt of all such activities as the ·customary meetings of West Ger "
Parliamentary Committees in Berlin or even visits by leading West German

f, 

political figures to the city.

The whole sequence of step-by-step increased

Eastern pressures on West Berlin during the December 1966- July 1968 period

· ·S£GHfII
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pointed strongly ' to some near climax, to some impending dramatic step
-- as the erection of the

~.]all

had, been preceded by ever mounting verbal

attacks and ever more serious encroachments on the freedom of movement
between the Eastern and Western Sectors of Berlin.

The stage for a

major aggressive moveon ' the part of the Ulbricht regime -- abetted and
supported by Moscow -

seemed very definitely set even before the invasion

of Czechosiovakia.

B

10.

The marked passivity shown by tqe NATO West in the face of so

'extraordinary and grave an event as the Czech invasion is bound to be
interpreted by the East as indicating a lack of resolve on the part of the US.
11.

The Soviet leaders, very obviously, have taken the decision to

invade only after considerable hesitation.

Th~y

must have felt greatly

relieved, however, by the extraordinarily mild and restrained Western
reaction to their very bold move., The temptation must be very great

i~deed

-- now that they have found how easy it might be ' -- to take quickly another
.
,

step to intimidate the Federal Republic lastingly,.-and to demonstrate to
Bonn that , it must accorirmodate itself far more than heretofore to

MOSCQ1;';'

s

wishes.

1

12.

All indicators, in fact, point to some such new move.

It would

have been natural and normal if, after having administered the 'shock of the
Czech invasion, the Kremlin leaders had made every conceivable attempt to
assure the US, and the
anyone and

wer~

~vorld

at large, that they had no further designs on

fully intent on re-establishing a

c~lm

and peaceful atmosphere
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in Central Europe.

Even Hitler, after each of his conquests, tried to

convince the world that he was nmv satisfied and only wanted "peace with
his neighbors."

Actually, the Kremlin has dore precisely the opposite

!

and ir:ttimated most strongly that West German revanchist, capitalist and

7
. \L'~

~-\

counterrevolutionary "intrigues" must be finished once and for all not only ,
in Czechoslovakia but also, and particularly, in West Berlin • .
13.

Moscow's brash and re l entl~ss recent insistence on a Soviet right

of unilateral intervention against West·. Germany under Articles 53 and 107
, tI"

of the UN Charter contains an exceptionally massive threat 1 which is all
the more frigh tening since. from a s tric t ly legalis tic paint a f view. these

, articles ~ still valid.
14.

I~ () r,)

.....::,.

The communication personally delivered by Tsarapkin, Moscmv's

Ambassador in Bonn, to

Chanc~llor K~esinger

on 2 Sep 1968 bears, '.in

wording and content, the characteristics of an ultimatum:

As

reported by Kiesinger, in his speech to the Bonn Parliament
of 25 September Tsarapkin's "prepared Statement" accused the
Federal Government of a "hostile attitude tmvard the USSR and
its allied Socialis t Sta tes" [thi's we uld inc lude Eas t Germany]
and threatened that "if the Federal Government did not dis
continue this policy, it would have to bear the responsibility
for the consequences of such a course." The Statement, according
to Kiesinger, then continued that "relations [between the USSR
and the Federal Republic] could only be improved, if the Federal
Republic made it unequivocally clear .that it would abandon its
attempt to change the existing frontiers in Europe, to violate
the security of Socialist countries, and to interfere in their
internal affairs and in their mutual relations."

15.

In addition to having developed a "special theory of intervention"

against West Germany (as a WWII ex-:-enemy to which Articles 53 and 107 UN
Charter are applicable) the ~loscow leadership has" in 't he last few days 1

7
".

..

,

~ ,

~
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S

!

announced also a dialectically brilliant, if specious, "general theory of
intervention":

Intervention in third countries, Socialist or not, is

declared not only a right but actually a duty of Cummunist nations, when
ever there is a question of suppressing "counterrevolutionary" forces.
This new and · comprehensive general theory of intervention, published in
Pravda on .25 September l ) ~ejects. the. formal "bourgeoi.s" concept of
sovereignty which would make it impossible for
"the progressive forces of the world to come out [i.e., inter
vene] against the revival of neo-Nazism in the Federal Republic
of Germany ••• [or] against reactionary arbitrary actions by the
'black colonels' in Greece" under the pretext that "this [Neo
Nazism] is the 'internal affair' of a 'sovereign' state. 1f
16.

There will, of course, always be voices advising that such "Marxist

lingo" has little significance in the world of realities and provides no
clue for future Soviet actions.

Much of the theorizing in Soviet publi

cations provides,ihdeed, little guidance as to what the Communist 1eader
ship is to do in prac.tice.

But, if such a general theory of intervention

-- which is far too all-embracing to constitute merely an ex post facto·
justification for the Czech invasion

is accompanied by, and fully in

accord with,an obvious general upsurge of Soviet aggressiveness in word
and deed., and is · further supplemented by spec.ific threats of the kind made
.by Tsarapkin on 2 September, then the "theory," rather than an exercise
in abstractions, appears as deliberate psychological preparation for
impending moves.
1. English translation, prepared by official Soviet press office Novosti,
has been reprinted in New York Times of27S~ptember 1968.
8
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17.

MoscOtv, for many years, has bitterly denounced the Chinese

concept of a "paper tiger" US as naive and "adventurist."

Pointing to

its own experiences with the US in past crises, especially Cuba, the
Kremlin has been telling Peking that, if pushed too far,Washington might
rather suddenly "show its teeth."

It would not be surprising if, after

their more recent experiences with the US

(~.,rashington'

s virtual acquiescence

to the East German March and June moves against West Berlin and our
extremely low key response to the Czech events) the Moscow leadership
might begin to suspect that the Chiriese analysis has some merit and that
the US, especially at a time of impending change of Administration," can
be "pushed" more than seemed possible on former occasions.

It is certainly.

true that, even now, the USSR does not want a direct military confrontation
with the US:

If the Soviet leaders believe that new aggressive moves on

their part would be countered inunediately·and forcefully by the US, they
will proceed with :considerable caution and restraint.

If, on the 'other hand,

they gain the conviction that tpey could move without risking any serious
confrontation, they are bound to make avery real effort to exploit the
opportunity.
C

18.

From the Cormnunist point of vietv West Berlin, as of now, must

offer an extraordinary temptation.
"19.

---

If one really reads in full, and not merely in condensed form,

---

the very large "number of incoming diplomatic and intelligence messages on

9

. .,

....

Central Europe, i 'f one peruses the West German and West Berlin press and
listens to the near-pathetic speeches and statements 'of the Bonn leaders
overflmving with assurances of "good will" and asking friend and foe for
sympathy and at least "understanding," one must know that the \:Test Germans
are not only jittery and frightened, but that they also feel helpless,
while the morale of the West Berliners is described by all sources as

or

even lower' than after the erection

the Wall.

There are in fact some

indications of an incipient "Finlandization" of the Federal Republic.
The Bonn Government, for example, let it be understood a few days ago
that it would, for the time being, tolerate the "refounded"

~vest

German

Communist party, although the highest West German Court, more than a
decade ago, had expressly
zations."

the. party and any "successor organi

outla~ved

The West Germans, certainly, will be most ."prudent" in counter

acting any new East German moves to limit or eliminate the freedom of
access to West Berlin!
20.

In fact, they will do little or nothing.

The Communists are

~

unlikely to repeat Khrushchev's mistake

of starting a Berlin crisis by challenging the !l§.. presence in Hest Berlin
directly, or by interfering with the movement of allied forces on the
Autobahn or on military trains.

Nor are they likely, at the outset, to

harass seriously allied traffic in the Air Corridors.

x::::::::s

But what risk

§s=

would the Communist side really run, if the East Germans were to follow
through on their measures of March and June 19687

If they were actually

to reduce all (ground) travel from and to Berlin to a trickle and bring
rail, railroad and water movement of goods in and out of the City to a
virtual standstill by inspecting minutely every shipment, because it might

..:

.~

.~

10
;

f

!,

, l

contain items that could be put to ,a "military" use "in vio la tion
Potsdam agreements?"

0

f the

By such an undeclared, but nevertheless effective

blockade, they could in a rather short time, make West Berlin "unviable"
-- and, thereby, demonstrate to Bonn its utter impotence and helplessness.
After all that has happened in the recent past, it would not be unreasonable
for the Ulbricht regime, and for Moscow, to believe that they might get
away with

' it~

as long as they do !!.2!.'directly challenge our forces in

the city or on the access
21.

roads~

The Ulbricht regime has spec.ifically warned agains t further meetings

I

of West German Parliamentary Committees in West Berlin and against the
holding of the enu Party Congress in the city scheduled for early November.
,'\.

The East Germans have also protested the mid-September visit to Berlin by

~ ~

two Dutch Cabinet members.

They have, in addition, given stern notice
Whether in

~~

-;I)(
.~f ~~ .

:(7

the end Ulbricht will use one or more of these several "issues" as a
pretext for intervening with the

freedo~ of ~~ian ~cess

is more or less immaterial.

~

22.

to the city,

lJVVV"""

i

D

The situation is not unlike the one prevailing' in the days and

' weeks preceding the invasion of Czechoslovakia:

Quite apart from details,

the general course of events pointed to a Soviet resolve to subdue the
Czechs under one pretext or another, by mere . intimidation if possible,
by force if necessary_ -Developments since Dec 1966, have been moving step
by step tm.J'arda ne\.J' Berlin crisis.

Now the situation, from the Communist

,
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point of vi'ew, i
do point to

he drumbeat of their propaganda .and their actions

_a_·~m~a~~~~~~~~_e_f~f~o~r~t~w~i~t_h~i~n~t~h~e~n~e~
. x~t~f~e~w~w_e_e~k~s~~t~o~s~t_r~a~n~o~l~e

West Berlin by interrupting the flow of goods and people in and out of the.
city.

It is not inconceivable that by fostering despair and disorder

within the city itself, East German para-military groups or mobs might
actually take over, and hold, parts of the city: either by turbulent mass
action across the

East/~.J'est

Berlin border or by sudden rapid thrusts of

relatively small, specialized forces.
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